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As I Die. 2009. Oil on canvas. 79” x 55”.
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The Wanderer’s Sack. 2009. Oil on canvas. 60” x 79”.
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Island of Eternity. 2008. Wood, acrylic, oil stick, and pencil. 7” x 10” x 12”.
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Yaron Michael Hakim: The 
Conqueror, The Poet, and The 
Religious Man

Death memorialized by art is often for the conqueror, the poet, or the religious man. 
The reasons for this are usually ego, enlightenment, or fear, and often a mixture of 
all three. Yaron Michael Hakim’s artwork, inspired by Jisei, Japanese death poems 
most commonly made by Zen Buddhist monks, poets, and samurai warriors, speaks 
to these emotional stages with an artistic rendering of life as a verbal coda. “As I 
Die,” “The Wanderer’s Sack,” and “Island of Eternity” reference 18th century haiku 
poems that expatiate the sensory experience of a human life escaping back to nature. 
We learn nothing of any one poet’s life, but rather are given a jumbled, visceral 
reminder of cultures that artistically ennoble these types of deaths. Hakim’s color 
palette is of devotion and oblivion, from the red and blue stripes of the Tibetan flag 
to the saffron orange of Theravada monks’ robes to the more carnally compelling 
“Dragon’s blood” red, carbon black, and white, the Chinese and East Asian color of 
mourning. The jeering skulls of “As I Die” resemble Mesoamerican sacrificial burial 
skulls, which were disproportionately of children. Combine this with the distorted 
anatomy of Jean-Michel Basquiat and the abstract nationalism of Jasper Johns and 
you have a portrayal of post-colonial retribution.

It is difficult not to discuss biography when talking about this body of work, 
which includes about a dozen oil paintings and mixed media pieces. Hakim, an 
artist with a B.F.A. in painting from Maryland Institute College of Art and an 
M.F.A. from the University of California Irvine, was born in Colombia and raised 
by Israeli parents in Australia and Switzerland. In 2001 he lived in a Buddhist 
monastery in Myanmar. Culture as a transpositional notion must seem like a reality 
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to Hakim, whose political identity by default is explained in layers. “As I Die” works 
vividly to combine these identities into a single imagined one. Two warrior skulls, 
reminiscent of Tezcatlipoca, the Aztec god worshipped in a bloodier predecessor to 
the holiday “Dia de los Muertos,” give voice to the poet Keido’s kankodori, a type of 
cuckoo he heard sing when he was dying. A version of the Tibetan flag, which was 
actually designed by a Japanese Buddhist priest, rises over the landscape. Hakim 
translates the Basei poem about the turtle carrying Mt. Horai on its back (the island 
of immortality) to English in “Island of Eternity.” The partially whitewashed box 
is presented like a miniature coffin at a wake, just waiting to be buried with words 
taking the place of a body. “The Wanderer’s Sack,” the most literal of the three, 
connects wanderlust and death in the Baiseki haiku about the spirit’s journey 
westward. 

It would seem that Hakim’s art is comfortable with post-colonial hybridity, as 
well as the inessential notions of postmodernism. Again, autobiographically, it would 
be impossible to not juxtapose the South and the East and the West. But I would 
suggest that while Hakim pushes the boundaries together of these different cultures, 
it is not truly bricolage because it is concerned with maintaining the integrity of each 
separate part. Depicting Jisei, an artform concerned with the fixed and powerful 
nature of words, without irony, suggests a faith in the mythmakers, if not totally in 
concept at least in form. Hakim tells us what many other contemporary artists do, 
from Gerhard Richter to Rashid Johnson: that making can still be a solitary act, and 
that this act stems from many narratives, not just the ones inextricably associated 
with a capitalist dialogue.

—Mary Burge


